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Abstract—The activity of technology enhanced group music
making can offer intriguing insights into musical interaction, new
ideas on performance, and more easily provide non expert musicians the opportunity to participate. Collaborative improvisations
often have a looser structure then traditionally composed score
based music, but in most cases there are still sets of structural
frameworks to be followed. DistributeDJ, a group music service,
is proposed to aid in the creation and execution of flexible
collaborative mobile music performances and attract a broader
audience participation. Designed to run through an Internet
client, the system provides a communication layer between a
central performance server and multiple clients that are used
to actively manipulate the contents of delivered audio through
participant’s mobile interface.

I. T HE ROLE OF N ETWORK T ECHNOLOGY IN
C OLLABORATIVE M USIC
Most of the online music services today provide the cloud
equivalent of storage, playback and search functionalities that
a regular desktop would normally have. These are mostly
personalized applications that can benefit from additional
information provided by other users and access to semantically
annotated music data. As more and more content is put on
the web, and as web and traditional entertainment delivery
channels converge (such as web and TV), more and more
scenarios of computing take the role of a remote control on an
externally deployed content, with various degrees of interactivity and possibility for socializing or group interaction. Mostly
known in online multiplayer games, the design elements of
such applications require a centralized model with continuous
persistence and automated execution of the event logic. The
server structure usually consists of communication, simulation
logic and object store layers that are responsible for executing
the program code while providing the users with the elements
they can manipulate while routing the data between the clients,
the server and the application logic.
There are numerous benefits of computer mediated communication systems in the text based social and business
world, and many of their concepts are applicable when making collaborative group music. The function of these group
interactions is to modify a shared object. In the case of group
music making, the shared object is the composition and each
participant is altering part of the output from that composition.
These emerging musical content models, sometimes known as
improvisation sets, provide the user with a collection of musical elements that can be altered in real time to produce various
musical results. Ranging from simple crossfading in a DJ
setting, to track remixes and clip mashups, the manipulation of
sound includes triggering of samples and continuous control
of sound processing elements through a centralized sequencer

application that mixes the sources in a way that maintains
beat synchronicity under a common tempo and tonality. So
far, the computer improvisation practices were limited to a
single user or artist who manipulated the music through a
digital audio workstation (DAW). In this paper we propose the
architecture for an online deployment of a DAW that is used
in a live playback scenario with control elements distributed
across multiple users.
There are different models for communication in collective
performance, each offering advantages and disadvantages over
the other. Some provide more interaction potential and improvisational freedom, while others suggest a more organized
performance with a firmer control structure[9]. The principle
difference between them is the structure and directionality of
the communication layer. A technological, computer based
collaborative performance system can offer the capability to
not only quickly modify its communication structure when
needed, but also obfuscate the specifics of these structures
from overwhelming non expert performers.
II. E XISTING GROUP IMPROVISATION TECHNOLOGIES
A. Collaboration solutions for mobile devices
Mobile music systems can be separated into two structural
categories. The first group uses different programs in the production chain, starting with the mobile interface application,
message routing and mapping tools on a receiving computer,
and an audio production application such as a DAW or other
music program. The second group is a unified solution with
all interaction and sound production occurring on the mobile
device. Both setups have advantages and disadvantages, with
a most optimal choice different for each situation.

Figure 1.

Elements of a multiple application production chain

1) Multiple application solutions: There are several network control applications available on the mobile marketplaces. TouchOSC [24] is the most mature of these with the
largest feature set. There are a great many control elements
available to an interface builder for creating custom files that
are manually uploaded and placed in TouchOSC’s mobile file
structure. Very sleek and creative user experiences can be made
with this application.

Once a user has manipulated an interface element and the
data is received by the computer, special software is often
needed to map the interface messages into a form understood
by the audio programs. Osculator [16] functions well at this
task, although its cumbersome setup time could be a roadblock
for budding enthusiasts.
A Digital Audio Workstation (DAW) is primarily designed
as a platform for recording, editing, and playing digital audio, but virtual effects and instruments have expanded their
capabilities into realtime synthesis engines as well. If more
custom audio processes are needed, interactive programming
languages such as Max/MSP [14] or Pure Data [5] can be
used.
The main advantages of the multiple application solution are
higher quality tools for the user interface and audio production
elements due to dedicated developers spending years refining
the programs. Drawbacks of this group include increased setup
overhead, more potential for system failure because of the
multiple communication points, loss of portability, and some
potential lack of customization.
2) Consolidated application solutions: Single application
collaborative music solutions, those run within a single mobile
device, have a different set of limitations and advantages.
Once a mobile app is created, setting it up and running it
is trivial in comparison to the multiple application solution.
More flexibility in implementing unique interface ideas is
also possible since the instrument is created using lower level
programming languages instead of the interface templates of
TouchOSC.
The consolidated solution is often at a disadvantage in the
areas of performance coordination and audio fidelity. Without
a centralized computer receiving the data packets from the
networked performers, there is no opportunity to combine,
filter, or otherwise organize the information streams in an
informed manner. This situation resembles a more traditional
music ensemble performing without the benefit of a conductor
[25]. Audio fidelity can also be an issue when producing sound
on a mobile device. The resolution and sampling rate does
not currently match what is possible on a full computer, and
reproducing audio using the device’s built in speakers can be
undesirable in most circumstances. There have been attempts
by dedicated Mobile Phone Orchestras to create wearable
sound amplification systems to improve this limitation [13].
Specialized mobile music programming frameworks have
been developed to support the rapid creation of instruments
for mobile phone orchestras. The MoMu Toolkit provides
Objective-C based high level access to device sensors, networking, interface graphics, and real-time audio on the iOS
platform [3]. urMus is a similar framework for iOS and
Android platforms and with modifications accessible using
C/C++ or higher level Lua scripts [6] .
III. D ISTRIBUTE DJ
A. A shift towards adaptable instruments and compositions
Computer Scientist Lynn Andrea Stein’s 1999 article "Challenging the computational metaphor: Implications for how we

think” described the common outlook within her field [20]:
Computation is a function from its inputs to its output. It is
made up of a sequence of functional steps that produce- at
its end- some result that is its goal.
Common perspectives in music composition can be defined
similarly, with the piece made up of rigid functional steps
that are designed to produce a specific goal. The DistributDJ
research is instead interested in changing ongoing behavior,
redefining composition as necessarily interaction. Repurposing
Stein’s words to the musical context we seek to create situations where "the composition cannot be said to reside in any
one of the entities; instead, it is the result of the interactions
among them.”
B. DistributeDJ system overview
The current structural setup of DistributDJ is similar to other
multi application solutions, providing both a client interface
and message mapping capabilities [22]. The main research
goals of the project are to promote accessibility for wider
adoption of mobile collaborative performance and increased
real-time interaction through an information feedback channel
that actively manipulates the contents of participant’s instrument interface.

Figure 2.
Overview of DistributeDJ’s components with communication
channels highlighted

C. DistributeDJ Components
1) Master Server: The Master Server functions as the
dedicated initial communication point for a user searching
for a collaborative performance to join. Upon running the
DistributeDJ Client application, the Master Server is queried
and provides the user with a listing of currently running
group performances. The user simply selects their desired
performance and the Master Server connects the Client to the
selected Performance Server.
2) Audio Engine: The Audio Engine is what produces
the audio result of the group collaboration and amplifies it
back to the performers and audience. It’s input parameters
are controlled by the Composition via the Communication
Module.
The specifics of an audio engine and it’s input parameters
are flexible and can be left up to the individual composer to
construct. The Composition will have a set of tools available

to aid in rapid construction of an audio engine using popular
software programs such as Ableton Live and Max/MSP.
3) The Composition: The Composition is the information
core of the group performance. It’s main functionality includes:
• Setting up and dynamically pushing the user interfaces
to the Client apps.
• Playing through a pre-composed DistributeDJ score. A
score can contain definitions for sample playback, logic
based parameter mappings, new UI configurations, messages to individual performers, and many more commands.
• Relaying mapped user input to the Audio Engine’s input
parameters.
4) Client Applications: The Client is the interaction point
of contact for the user while they participate in the group
performance. The DistributeDJ system is setup to increase the
ease of this collaboration. The mobile applications are built
using the Marmalade cross-platform SDK to increase portability to multiple device operating systems without the need for
code base fragmentation. The web based client is built using a
combination of the jQuery mobile framework on the front end,
backbone.js for program structure, and the socket.io library
for faster client/server network communication. Use of these
cross-platform tools can lead to wider adoption/distribution
and simpler application maintenance[2].

Figure 3.

Software Client on left and Mobile Client on right

Figure 4.

UI Composer

5) UI Composer: The UI Composer is an useful tool during
the creation of a mobile group collaborative performance.
When designing the score, multiple user interfaces can be
rapidly created and stored in order to be later pushed onto

the Client Apps at specified sections of the performance. This
rapid interface development and flexible serving up of adaptable and individually addressable UIs allows for multitudes
of new ideas to be discovered in a group setting as well as
more established musical knowledge conveyed through handson exploration of the structures of music.
6) Communication Module: The Communication Module
is the Performance Server’s data conduit between the Composition, the multiple performing Clients, and the Audio Engine.
The User Datagram Protocol (UDP) is currently used for
sending and receiving data packets over the network due to
its increased time-sensitivity over other protocols [21].
D. Further research
1) Social awareness mechanisms : The addition of a communication back-channel in the DistributeDJ system allows for
many powerful socially communicative possibilities. This information feedback can be integrated into the visual display of
input controls, such as a background color or border of a slider
element. In addition to the implicit cues of the collaborative
audio stream, a slider border that grows wider/darker when
more users are actively interacting with that same element
can be a very useful explicit social awareness cue. Other
mechanisms such as a translucent indicator of an element’s
average group value may be desirable to inform participants
about what is happening and what other performers are doing.
2) Automatic detection of conversational breakdowns:
DistribteDJ’s Composition Module holds the greatest amount
of current information about the precise state of the system
interactions. Metrics can be developed to detect potential
breakdown in the ongoing musical conversation and steps can
be taken to remedy the situation. For example, the value range
of a interface element can be lessened to temporarily bring
participants back to a narrower common context. While interfering with improvisational freedoms is not always desirable,
having corrective measures in place can be beneficial and the
choice left to the composer or ensemble.
3) Personalized interface adaptability: The flexible and
dynamic changes to the user interface made possible by
DistributeDJ can be improved further through personalized
interface adaptability and real time gesture mapping. For
example, if a performer has historically be interacting within
a certain range on a slider, the system can adapt to give
that performer increased resolution within that range. Real
time gesture mappings have been proposed as a method of
increasing the personalized control an improvisor has within a
computer music system. A Hidden Markov Model solution is
suggested by Wilson and Bobick [26], but much of the current
research centers around real-time training of neural networks
[4] [7].
4) Importing MusicXML into the Composition environment
: A possible feature of the DistributeDJ Composition module
would be the ability to import MusicXML or other musical
score formats [15]. The loaded musical structures can then be
manipulated or even edited in real-time by the performers.

5) Peer-to-peer performance capability: In addition to
many user collaborative performances, simpler configurations
of DistribteDJ can potentially be used in a smaller one-onone setup without the use of a centralized performance server.
These peer-to-peer situations will require the development of
a number of complex client systems, but the effort may prove
beneficial towards the project’s goal of making collaborative
music making more accessible.
IV. U SES OUTSIDE THE PERFORMANCE SPACE
A. Music education
Xenakis saw the education potential of the UPIC and
similar tools from its inception. Interactive technology such
as interactive chalkboards are being used in schools with
measurable success [1]. Targett and Fernstrom created a pair
of musical games and tested their positive effectiveness that
suggests prolonged use of such games could bring about the
acquisition of various skills such as increased memory or the
perception of pitch relationships [23]. The DristributeDJ and
similar tools can be a viable method for bringing innovative
music education interactivity to the classroom.
B. Music and sound exploration
Hope et al. suggest that interactive information systems
in museum do not properly address social considerations,
particularly when dealing with family dynamics [11]. Optional
syncing of audio playback within the group, location based
interactions, and group interest indicators are some features
achievable with DistributeDJ or similar tools. Some related
situations are sharing sound tags at specific locations within a
city[12] or the using technology for a collaborative scavenger
hunt [8].
C. Music Therapy
The simple act of being exposed to music and having limited
involvement with its production has been shown to have health
benefits such as stress reductions in heart patients [10] and can
help with with communication skill of children with special
needs. Clinical improvisation is a specialized form of music
therapy improvisation and is defined by the Association of
Professional Music Therapists as "musical improvisation with
a specific therapeutic meaning and purpose in an environment
facilitating response and interaction.” The musical instruments
are selected by the therapist such that the client is able to make
sounds without needing prior knowledge or skill [18]. The
therapeutic emphasis on interaction without prior expertise
suggests that DistributeDJ could be a valuable tool both in
group therapy settings as well as allowing a large variety of
instrument interaction options. Its portability and flexibility
also offer advantages over effective but cumbersome systems
currently in use [19].
V. S UMMARY
In this paper we presented a design of a distributed music
service for group interaction. This application allows multiple
users to access a common storage of musical objects that

are arranged in a way that allows different juxtapositions and
manipulations in a centralized global musical composition. A
large benefit of using computer technology to enable such
group improvisations is participant distribution: a performer
need not be physically located on the stage or even in a centralized performance space to be counted as an equal participant.
Related is the quality of anonymity, and a possible corresponding increased confidence in otherwise shy participants. While
usually a positive contribution, it has been shown in other
computer mediated communications systems, such as internet
chat forums, that this protection of anonymity can sometimes
lead to unwanted behavior and disruptive interactions. [17]
There are other challenging issues with using technology
for group music making. Information networks do not always
deliver their data with 100% accuracy. There are compromises
made between guaranteeing transmission of all the information
and the reliability of the delivery times. Systems with complex
network configurations and a large number of participants can
expect some loss of information or timing accuracy.
The performative information channels between human participants can also suffer when engaged in a computer mediated
performance. Subtle non-verbal communication cues can be
lost. Focus on the computer scree creates difficulty establishing
eye contact, making it hard to be aware of a fellow performer’s
intentions.
Despite the challenges, the availability of technology capable of participating in collaborative music making makes it a
attractive target for research. The number of personal computer
and mobile devices is staggering and they are often within
very close proximity to their human controllers, whether
it be a computer in a car, tablet in a briefcase, or smart
phone in a front pocket. The ubiquity of computer mediated
communication devices can truly allow a participant to make
collaborative music in any place and at any time. From this
perspective, these devices are superseded only by the voice as
the most readily available complex musical instrument.
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